The recently-proposed reinforcement learning for mapless visual navigation can generate an optimal policy for searching different targets. However, most state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning (DRL) models depend on hard rewards to learn the optimal policy, which can lead to the lack of previous diverse experiences. Moreover, these pre-trained DRL models cannot generalize well to un-trained tasks. To overcome these problems above, in this paper, we propose a Memorybased Parameterized Skills Learning (MPSL) model for mapless visual navigation. The parameterized skills in our MPSL are learned to predict critic parameters for un-trained tasks in actor-critic reinforcement learning, which can be achieved by transferring memory sequence knowledge from long short term memory network. In order to generalize into un-trained tasks, MPSL aims to capture more discriminative features by using a scene-specific layer. Finally, experiment results on an indoor photographic simulation framework AI2THOR demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed MPSL model, and the generalization ability to un-trained tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, learning-based mapless navigation methods [1, 2] have become popular since they donot require any environmental assumptions and any human guidance. Generally, there are many works on generalizing pre-trained models to unseen tasks, e.g., additional human checkpoints [3] , double Q-Learning [4] , dueling network [5] , target-driven [2] , multi-view representation learning [6] , neural task graphs [7] , multi-task SSD face detector [8] , and so on. This paper focuses on the parameterized skills based methods [9, 10, 11] , This work is supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant (61821005, 61722311, U1613214, 61533015), and LiaoNing Revitalization Talents Program (XLYC1807053). which can be adapted to well predict optimal models by parameterizing tasks. For example, [9] shows how to construct a suitable representation for planning with parameterized motor skills; [12] focuses on learning models of the preconditions and effects of new parameterized skills; [13] proposes a novel approach to meta-learning for learning to learn from only a few examples. However, there are still several challenges existing in above methods: 1) simply relying on discrete hard rewards to learn the optimal policy can ignore the diversity of previous knowledge; 2) the pre-trained network cannot be quickly generalized into un-trained tasks through previous experience; 3) more discriminative information among different states is ignored.
To overcome these above challenges, we propose a Memory-based Parameterized Skills Learning (MPSL) model for mapless visual navigation, which can construct parameterized skills from memory experience using the long short term memory (LSTM) [14] network. Specifically, our MPSL model integrates parameterized memory tasks, and simultaneously embeds both target and current states of target-driven based model [2] , with the goal that makes the optimal policy accord with task. Furthermore, we adopt the LSTM network to accumulate parametric skills from different memory tasks to learn generalization of untrained tasks. For model optimization, a distinguishable feature extraction strategy between different states is proposed. Finally, better performance conducted in the indoor photographic simulation AI2THOR framework show the generalization ability to un-trained tasks.
The primary contributions of our model are as follows:
• We propose a Memory-based Parameterized Skills Learning (MPSL) model for visual navigation, which can adapt previous knowledge to facilitate the rapid generalization to un-trained tasks. • Benefitting from LSTM network, the parameterized skills in MPSL can predict the navigation policy parameters from memory among different tasks parameters, while the policy parameters can be changed as the task parameters and entered targets vary. Fig. 1 . Illustration of n visual navigation tasks, where an deep reinforcement learning (DRL) agent should take the shortest sequence of actions to navigate from current state to target state for each task.
• We also design a feature alignment strategy to learn distinguishable features between different states. Various experimental results strongly validate the effectiveness of our proposed MPSL model.
OUR PROPOSED METHOD
This section first outline problem setup for visual navigation. Then we provide how to design a state feature alignment formulation, and build the most critical parameterized skills. To this end, we present how to design scene-specific layer using an asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C) algorithm [15] .
Problem Setup
The visual navigation task of our proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Specifically, we denote a distribution of tasks by T and an individual task for each scene by t ∈ [1, m] . ] and a target image g t ∈ G = [g  , ..., g m ]. The goal of each task t (target g t ) is to autonomously navigate with the shortest length sequence of actions A t = [a t  , a t  , ..., a i t , ..., a t n ] generated by policy to target states, i.e., determining next action a t i+ . In addition, after learning all trained tasks T , we can obtain a model π for quickly adapting to unseen tasks.
State Feature Alignment
In order to navigate into a new target without re-training, we follow the setting of target-driven based model [2] , i.e., receiving RGB images of both current observation o t i and target g t as inputs. Basically, target-driven based model [2] extracts the embedded state of two images via the optimization of entire model. Different from [2] , in this paper, we set a loss to optimize the distinguishable features in embedded states s t i , where target image is consistent with the observed image at the completion of the task t. Therefore, we calculate 2 -norm metric [16, 17, 18, 19] between two images as a guide to learn the distinguishable features between different states:
where F o and F t are corresponding features of observation and target images, respectively. The learning of distinguishable features between different states can improve the convergence speed of the entire model, as results shown in Fig. 3 .
Memory-based Parameterized Skills
In order to achieve the generalization ability of multiple tasks, we present our model by following the state-of-the-art Meta-Critic algorithm [13] , which aims to criticise any actor and solves any specific task with a task-parameterized critic. According to the setting of Meta-Critic [13] , we parameterize tasks using the memory experience (i.e., state-action-reward pair) of actor, rather than high-level tasks. The state-action pair is dependent on all parameters of actor. The reward represents the characteristics of a task. Consider that each episode of one task contains various learning steps, we parameterize state-action-reward pairs in one episode, motivated by the setting of discount rate γ in REINFORCE rule [20] :
where I t i is parameterized expression of the t-th task in an episode with k-steps, i is the global step of this task, and γ ∈(0,1] is the discount rate. A state-action-reward pair received in the first step of previous k-steps is worth only γ k− times. We then embed I t i via a task-encoder E ω :
where e t i is a parameterized task, ω is parameter of the taskencoder component and E ω is based on long short-term memory (LSTM) network [14] .
Scene-specific Layer
The special characteristics (e.g., object placement, or layout of different functional scenes) of a scene are crucial for navigation tasks. To capture the special characteristics of each scene, in this paper, we construct a scene-specific layer based on A3C algorithm [15] , i.e., an actor π θ (a t i |s t i ; θ) producing navigation policy and a critic V ϕ (s t i ; ϕ) for more accurate policy, where θ is the parameter of actor and ϕ is the parameter of critic. We update the critic to V ϕ (s t i , a t i , e t i ; ϕ) by the parameterized task e t i in Eq. 3 and the current action a t i . The insight of this proposed method is the advantage function Adv(s t i ; θ, ϕ) of A3C algorithm [15] , which considers historical rewards after each k-step action:
where Q(s t i ; θ, ϕ) ≈ k−1 l=0 α l r t i+l + α k V ϕ (s t i , a t i , e t i ; ϕ) obeys the Bellman equation [20] , α ∈ (0,1] is a discount factor and r is the reward of each step. The smaller the advantage function, the closer V ϕ is to Q. Therefore, the parameters of critic are updated by iteratively minimizing this loss function:
Taking into account the maximization of navigation policy and the actor-critic rules [21] , parameters of the actor are updated as follows:
where H(π θ (a t i |s t i ; θ)) is an entropy function and β controls the entropy regularization. Finally, a policy model which can adapt to different scenes is created. In summary, the scenespecific layer and task-encoder component are updated by:
where η is empirically set as 10e −6 in this paper. Basically, the policy of this model is a probability distribution of action space A, which is symbolized by π θ (s t i ). Then the action in A with the highest probability can be performed by the agent, followed by the update to o t i+ .
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
This section presents more details about our network architecture, and illustrates the entire network architecture in Fig. 2 For the State-Feature Alignment, construction of state embedding uses a deep siamese network [22] that learns a similarity metric discriminatively. One of these streams consists of a ResNet-50 [23] layer (trucated in the softmax layer) pre-trained by Image-Net [24] and an additional fullyconnected layer. The current observation RGB image (224 × 224 × 3) and target image (224 × 224 × 3) are extracted into 2048-d features by ResNet-50. The 2048-d features is projected into 256-d embedding space by a weight-shared fullyconnected layer. After being concatenated, the 512-d embedding is converted to a 256-d joint embedding state as output of state-feature alignment and input of scene-special layer.
Task-Encoder component is a single-layer LSTM [14] with 30 independent cells. According to the embedding of state-action-reward pair in Section. 2.3, a 3-d output is obtained from the last hidden layer. The global task-encoder component learns parameterized skills by alternately encoding various tasks from scene-specific layer during training.
Scene-specific Layer adopts an A3C [15] model that trains multi-replicas of different scene tasks in parallel threads and asynchronously updates global model parameters. As mentioned in Section. 2.4, each of the parallel replicas contains an actor, a critic with a fully-connected layer and a 
EXPERIMENTS
This section provides the experimental setup, description of dataset and evaluation. Then several empirical comparisons are adopted to demonstrate the advantages of our MPSL model, i.e., generalization of target tasks.
Experiment Setup and Evaluation
In this paper, we extract a dataset from the dynamic AI2-THOR [25] , which contains observations, resnet-features, locations, rotations, shortest-path-distance and graphs for navigation. Specifically, we select 5 large scenes by following AI2-THOR [25] , where each scene contains four types highquality realistic indoor scenes: kitchens, living rooms, bedrooms, and bathrooms. Each scene contains 5 randomly selected targets, so we have 100 target tasks in total. The action space A contains: Move-ahead/back with a 0.5 meters step, Rotate-left/right with a 90 degree rotation. When an agent reaches target state, the reward is 10.00, and time penalty in each step is −0.01 for minimizing the navigation path.
In this experiment, we compare our proposed MPSL method with Random walk (random sampling in A), One-Step Q [15] (a type of deep Q-network [26] ), A3C [15] (a standard A3C model with 4 threads or 1 thread) and Target-Driven [2] (con- sidering the goal and current state for visual navigation). The ground truth for navigation tasks is the shortest path from initial position to target position.
In our experiment, three criteria in different levels are applied for evaluation: 1) Mean-Length: the better result should be close to the shortest path; 2) Mean-Reward: the better reward should be as close as possible to 10.00; 3) Mean-Collision: the optimal result is no collision; 4) Mean-Success-Rate: similar to [2] , the mean navigation length of less than 500 steps per episode is considered as success.
Navigation Training
All competing algorithms adopt 100M (millions) frames for navigation training with 100 different tasks. The maximum search path is 10e 3 steps per-episode. The agent position is randomly selected at the beginning of each episode. From the presented result in Fig. 3 , we can notice that all the methods maintain almostly same convergence speed for easily-learned tasks at the beginning of training (0−40M ). However, our proposed MPSL model still has outstanding performance for difficult tasks after 40M training frames. Furthermore, our model can not only maintain a good training speed, but also converge to the minimum mean-length at 73M frames. This is because the feature-aligned loss designation can accelerate learning of embedded states for different tasks.
With these trained 100 tasks, all pre-trained models are only evaluated in 10 episodes of each task, and the results are presented in Fig. 4 . Due to the randomness of selected target images, some target images without contextual features are consistent with other observed images at different states (e.g., wall image). Therefore, some targets cannot be successfully navigated, and our proposed model cannot make the mean-length consistent with the shortest path. Further, for the characteristics of different types of scenes, we provide a mutievalution comparison with target-driven based model [2] in Table. 1. Each type of scene contains 5 scenes with 5 trained tasks, and each task executes 10 episodes. After combining several experimental results, our model can achieve relatively optimal performance on trained tasks in different scenes.
Targets Generalization
In addition to the learning of parameterized skills in our proposed MPSL model, our model has the generalization ability for un-trained tasks. In order to justify this ability, we adopt the mean-success-rate in Section. 4.1 . In each scene, 10 untrained targets are selected according to the constant distance to the nearest trained targets. Each un-trained target runs 100 episodes, and the maximum steps is 500. As the results shown in Fig. 5 , only the mean-lengths of both ours and target-driven based model [2] converge below 500 steps during training. The result in Fig. 5 also shows that our model has a clear understanding in surrounding area of trained targets. In addition, our MPSL model has the ability to remember pervious knowledge due to the LSTM-based task encoder in our model. Hence, ours can also have a prominent mean-success-rate for navigating to the target with long distance from trained targets. This experiment significantly demonstrates that the MPSL model has outstanding generalization ability for a variety of un-trained visual navigation tasks.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a Memory-based Parameterized Skills Learning (MPSL) model for enabling a agent learning to navigate into target position after observing current state. To achieve this, our model uses the parameterized skills of pervious task experiences to predict the optimal policy for un-trained tasks. Meanwhile, with the guidance of feature alignment, the convergence speed of our model can be accelerated. Although we parameterize the tasks for critic in entire model, we can further globally process critic in the future. In the future, we hope our proposed MPSL model can guide the global model for adapting to un-trained task, rather than the specific layer for multiple tasks.
